Ablaze is an independent charity tackling inequality of opportunity for young people in the West of England. It
brings together schools and businesses in the local area to run scheme that’s benefit the local school system
and the students within it.
➢

The data collected by Ablaze is personal information that is used to contact the volunteer so they can
partake in the activities run by Ablaze. Name, address, email, company of work and DBS numbers are
all collected.

➢

Upon applying to volunteer for Ablaze the volunteer will provide the necessary data in order to carry
out security checks and to enable contact with the volunteer when necessary.

➢

The only time data is shared to third parties are whether or not it is necessary to carry out activities
and requirements that relate to Ablaze as a charity the third parties include; Schools , Companies
participating in specific schemes and Governmental organizations

➢

The information taken by Ablaze does not leave the UK.

➢

Anyone can request to withdraw their consent on the use of their personal information but without
the information it is not possible to participate in the activities that Ablaze partakes in.

➢

If personal information changes it is important to let Ablaze know of the changes.

➢

To participate in the activities that Ablaze runs it is essential for personal information to be shared
with Ablaze for a matter of safety and organization. Only the information that is necessary is asked for
and will be discarded when it is no longer necessary to keep the information.

➢

The processing officer verifies all processing of the information and updates the service register to
monitor how the data is being used, how long the data has been collected for and where the data is
shared.

➢

Any decision or transferal of data will be actively monitored and as previously stated is only
transferred when necessary to partake in the scheme.

➢

The data is only retained where deemed necessary by the charity or until requested otherwise.

➢

At any point anyone can request what information the charity has on them with the use of the
request form on the website. It is also within people’s right to request information to be deleted.

➢

Ablaze will send updates and news letters to update volunteers, employees and schools about how
the schemes are going. The emails will only be relevant to the scheme associated with the volunteer.

After analyzing the processing system Ablaze uses legitimate interest as their form of consent for
Volunteers. It is possible to request deletion but this would prevent Ablaze from being able to run the
scheme with the volunteer participating. Please be aware that you are allowed to request the information
at any time. All requests can be made by emailing: enquiries@ablazebristol.co.uk For further detail please
read our full privacy policy at; https://ablazebristol.org/data-protection-policy/

